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Across

3. word Macbeth could not say

6. Macbeth's excuse for killing the guards

8. excuse Lady Macbeth gives for not killing 

Duncan herself

11. a speech by a character when he is alone 

on the stage

12. in addition to murdering Duncan, 

Macbeth says that he has also murdered this

14. the son of Duncan who is the rightful 

king

15. discusses uproar as a result of Duncan's 

murder with an old man

16. named by Macduff as prime suspects for 

the King's murder

19. traditional site of coronations

20. returns the daggers to the crime scene

24. Lady Macbeth's solution to remove 

evidence of guilt

26. a reference in a literary work to a 

person, place, or thing in history

27. goes to Fife in opposition of the new king

28. Banquo's son

Down

1. "A murderer has broken into God's 

temple and stolen the life out of it" is an 

example of this literary device

2. named King

4. this person is a potential ally and threat 

to Macbeth's plotting since he knows the 

prophecy

5. "moves like a ghost" is an example of 

what literary device

7. "I'll do whatever you say, as long as I can 

do it with a clear conscience."

9. flees to England

10. present from Duncan to the Macbeths

13. "I can't go back. I'm afraid event to think 

about what I've done."

17. flees to Ireland

18. this person discovers Duncan's dead body

21. the signal Lady Macbeth gives Macbeth

22. this object is the first guilt inspired 

hallucination Macbeth sees

23. this drunk person provides comic relief

25. "Oh gentle lady, my news isn't fit for your 

ears" is an example of this literary device

Word Bank

Malcolm dagger allusion simile Banquo soliloquy bell

father amen Macduff Fleance diamond Banquo sleep

Macbeth LadyMacbeth washhands porter metaphor irony anger

Malcolm Donalbain Ross twosons Macduff Scone Macbeth


